Kea Team: Week 5 Home Learning
Please remember this is not mandatory - do what you can that works best for you and your family.

Zoom Meetings this week: Wednesday Class Zoom catch ups: Your teacher will send a link through SeeSaw on the day.
11 - 11.30am Room 20

Maths

11.30 - 12pm Room 17

12 - 12.30pm Room 18

To do: Complete one of these maths activities each day

Extra for experts

To do each day...

Extra for experts

❏ Solve this problem: If you use 2 pegs to hang out 1 towel. How
many pegs do you need to hang out 2 towels? 4 towels? 10
towels? Can you draw a picture to help you figure it out?
❏ Draw a map of your dream bedroom - think about the different
sizes and shapes of the furniture in your room.
❏ Choose a few of your toys - can you find out what is the
heaviest and what is the lightest?
❏ Can you find two objects that are about the same size. Can
you find one that will float and one that won’t?
❏ This is a tricky one: What is the total age of everyone in your
house (you could use pebbles, or pieces of lego, to help you
keep track). Can you write a number sentence to show what
you did.e.g. 5 + 3 + 7 + 36 + 34 + 68 = 153.

Literacy

❏ Read one story daily on Sunshine Classics and complete the
follow up activities for the story
❏ Alphabet Practice - Letter d and g (see ideas below)
❏ Word work (see ideas below)
❏ Writing - Can you write a book review? Write what you liked
about the book and if you think others should read it too.
❏ Writing - Can you write about

Fitness:

❏ Basic facts under 10 - write
some down and time how
many you can get in 3
minutes!
❏ Mathseeds
❏ Number Songs
Count forwards and back from 10
Count up to 20
Jack hartman count to 100
Skip count in 2s

❏
❏
❏
❏

Reading Eggs
Storyline Online
Own reading
Free choice writing

Jump Jam  (aerobics) Cosmic Kids Yoga: (great for calming down)

Inquiry/Creativity focus: G
 ames

For this weeks inquiry focus we have chosen ‘games’. Games can be a fantastic way to learn, whether they be simple board
games or computer games. Often time is needed to learn about taking turns and following rules etc. Below we have listed
some ideas about games that you may want to look into. As always, work on as few or as many as you like!
❏ Design your own puzzle - you could use this template. Cut it up and enjoy making your puzzle with your family.
❏ Make your own memory game - you could do this using words, letters, numbers or pictures.
❏ Learn a new card game - we know you can all play snap so what next? You may even want to make your own card
game up.
❏ Make your own mini sports game. Use a cardboard box and cut some holes in it - write some points by the holes and
make it into a maths game - who can get the highest score.
❏ Create your own board game - think of a game that you like but you always wanted to be a little different. Or start
from scratch! Don’t forget to make up some rules for your game.
Link these to writing - Can you write some instructions for one of your games?
Link to maths - Practice counting or saying the numbers as you are playing games.
Alphabet Work: Pick one activity to focus on a day to help learn about these letters.
● Draw a picture of things that start with the letters.
● Use playdough and make the letters
● Handwriting: letter d (Casey Caterpillar language: open mouth, tall stick)
● Handwriting: letter g (Casey Caterpillar language: open mouth, possum tail)

Word Work: Choose 2-5 words from the duck word cards below. Remember you can choose some that they do know so
they feel some success. Choose one way to write your words each day.
● Magic letters - use lemon juice to write some words or letters on plain white paper. Pop it in the sun and let it dry.
What can you see after 1 day in the sun?
● Make the words with lego or with other blocks
● Fill a baking tray with salt and write the words/letters in the salt
● Play noughts and crosses with two sight words
Magenta Words: a, me, down, it, on, went, going, come, I, here, in, up, Dad, said, can, look, Mum, am, is, at, the, to, go,
we, see
Red Words: that, my, no, and, you, oh, thank you, shouted, an, if, there, for, where, away, then, he, are, home, as
Yellow words: like, she, with, after, big, will, play, not, they, help, this, little, her

